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� A general strategy is described for
obtaining hysteretic conductivity and
capacitance from charge percolation
in disordered networks of
nanostructures.

� Electric responsivity in the volt
regime is achieved in germanosilicate
films with Ga-oxide nanophase
thanks to previously unexploited
conduction mechanisms.

� Films with Ga-oxide nanostructures
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example of nanostructured oxide-in-
oxide responsive-MOS.
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Many efforts are currently focused on materials with responsive features for neural-inspired devices.
Different approaches are followed, based on various mechanisms – from ferroelectric switching to struc-
tural phase changes, from magnetic tunnel junctions to metal filament formation. Here we analyze an
alternative strategy based on an unconventional electrical response arising from percolative charge trans-
port and charge trapping in discrete random networks of oxide nanostructures in a dielectric matrix.
After an analysis of the mechanisms which can potentially be a source of a plastic response in this class
of systems, we report evidence of this behavior in a system comprising an alkali-germanosilicate amor-
phous matrix with incorporated Ga-oxide nanostructures. The active material – consisting in a film
70 nm thick interfaced to p-type Si and Au electrodes – gives a responsive behavior to pulsed bias which
is accompanied by bias dependent electric conduction, with resistivity changes of an order of magnitude
by applying 2 V, as well as a dielectric response with hysteretic features, as expected by the model. The
results represent a first proof of concept of an unexplored strategy for the design of responsive systems.
� 2023 The Author(s). Published by Elsevier Ltd. This is an open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND

license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).
1. Introduction

Materials with responsive features are actively investigated for
opening new perspectives in the design of impactful and energy
saving systems for Big Data applications [1–4]. In this field, highly
synergetic features of simultaneous storage and processing of
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information are required, well beyond what the computing archi-
tectures of current microelectronics can now offer. Achieving the
target of new brain-inspired computing networks for Artificial
Intelligence architectures requires materials whose responsive
properties permit to combine memory functions and signal pro-
cessing, and to obtain memory cells and processing units in a single
chip [5].

Main material strategies are based on the use of systems dis-
playing electric field switchable properties such as ferroelectricity
or electric conduction. As regards ferroelectricity, information can
be stored as electric field switchable polarization in technological
systems, provided that a stable and feasible response is obtained
in an easily engineerable ferroelectric material, as recently
achieved in hybrid-organic–inorganic molecular ferroelectrics
[6,7]. As regards electric-field switchable conduction properties,
suitable materials are expected to involve conductive paths which
can be built up and controlled by the electric signal itself thanks to
charge trapping or defect-mediated processes [5–16], or through
conductive bridging driven by metal nanostructure forming/dis-
solving mechanisms inside a dielectric matrix [17–23]. No detailed
work is instead reported on responsive features exploiting hopping
charge percolation via oxide nanoparticle networks possibly tun-
able by switching on and off the conductive paths by nanostructure
charging under electric signal.

The latter kind of charge transport process is indeed reported to
occur in oxide-in-oxide nanostructured materials in which wide-
band-gap semiconductors – more specifically, SnO2 or Ga2O3 –
are incorporated in a dielectric amorphous oxide matrix in form
of partially conductive nanoparticles [24–27]. These materials dis-
play evidence of hysteretic capacitance vs. applied voltage, parallel
to the occurrence of barrier-limited hopping-mediated charge
transport across the nanostructured material. The concomitant
charging processes and charge percolating hopping transport – as
registered, respectively, by capacitance hysteresis and thermally
activated conductance – make these systems potential candidates
for a responsive electric behavior. This largely unexplored
approach to responsive materials could indeed open the way to
the design of a wider class of potential responsive systems.

Aim of the present work is to analyze the feasibility of respon-
sive systems based on a previously unexploited design strategy
which takes advantage from competitive mechanisms of nanos-
tructure charging and charge hopping between nanoparticles.
The investigation includes the modelling of the expected mecha-
nisms and the analysis of a real nanostructured system consisting
in a thin film of amorphous alkali-germanosilicate with incorpo-
rated disconnected lenticular nanoaggregates of Ga-oxide. The
resulting conductance and capacitance response are measured –
either under pulsed electric stimulus or during static electric stress
– in a prototype of MOS device comprising the above-mentioned
nanostructured system, to collect a proof of concept of responsive
systems according to the new strategy.
2. Models and methods

2.1. Nanostructures as a source of responsivity

The conditions for a responsive electric behavior in a nanostruc-
tured oxide-in-oxide material can emerge from two co-
occurrences which can potentially be tailored in nanostructured
dielectrics. The first one is charge percolation via nanoparticle-
mediated charge hopping across the dielectric matrix under an
applied electric field E. The second circumstance is a suitable level
of dispersion of nanostructure features, such as the inter-
nanoparticle distance along E.
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In such a case, the E-dependent charge percolation proceeds
through conductive steps which display a statistical distribution
of the parameters responsible for the nanoparticle-to-
nanoparticle charge transfer mechanisms. These can give rise
either to an efficient charge transfer between steps along a perco-
lation channel, or to nanoparticle charging if the charge draining
from a nanoparticle is less effective than the charge input so that
the involved conduction path behaves, to some extent, as a dead-
end. The balance between the two mechanisms, and the resulting
electric response, depend on the distribution among ‘‘easy” and
‘‘hard” conduction steps (with efficient or poor charge transfer)
in the inhomogeneous percolation network.

Therefore, the distribution of conduction parameters within the
network activates a conduction process that can intrinsically have
the potential of influencing the conduction channels. This can hap-
pen in any step of the network by building up local electrostatic
barriers which can in turn be lowered by suitable electric stresses.
The local potential barrier to the hopping process by nanoparticle
charging can in fact be reduced by charge depletion induced by
an electric stimulus. Importantly, the percolative and inhomoge-
neous conduction not only causes a non-linear E-dependence, but
also allows the transmitted electric signal to modify the electric
conduction itself, thus making the material a responsive system.

2.2. Charge transfer in nanostructured chains

We can describe the single i-th path across the nanostructured
layer by representing it as a sequence of hopping steps in the direc-
tion of the electric field. Each step involves a nanostructure with a
conduction band suitable to receive, accumulate, and loose charge
carriers during the electric conduction. Each step on the m-th site
of the chain (withm from 1 toMi, whereMi is the number of nanos-
tructures along the i-th chain) is influenced by local features – e.g.
the distance rm between neighboring nanostructures and the
energy depth U of the electronic states with respect to the localiza-
tion barrier height – and by external factors, mainly the tempera-
ture T and the applied electric field E. Whilst T determines the
thermal activation of the hopping process, the field E makes the
process asymmetric along the field with an energy disproportion
between adjacent sites. Furthermore, charge accumulation in the
conduction steps – resulting from the charge transport itself –
gives rise to electrostatic barriers.

In summary, the charge transfer rate ki turns out to be described
by a term exp(-W/kBT), [28–32] where kB is the Boltzmann constant
andW an activation energy which includes U, E, and rm and an elec-
trostatic term arising from the charge qm and qm+1 on the involved
sites. A quite generic form of the hopping rate km,m+1 from sitem-th
to site (m + 1)-th can therefore be written as.

km;mþ1 ¼ k0exp � Ui þ eE � rm þ e
4pe

qmþ1

rm
� qm

a=2

� �� �
=kBT

� �
ð1Þ

where the pre-exponential factor k0 determines the low tempera-
ture limit of the electron transfer rate, and a/2 is the radius of the
m-th nanostructure. The dot product between E and rm (the latter
with the direction of the hopping step favored by the electric field)
and the electrostatic term (with two contributions from the charge
on the involved sites) are both responsible for the asymmetry
between km,m+1 and km+1,m at applied E and non-null charge occupa-
tion number nm of each site along the conduction channel.

The hopping rate ki along the i-th channel (with Mi steps) and
the accumulated charge qi = Rqm (where qm = enm) on the nanos-
tructures – the former determines the resulting conductivity of
the channel, the latter defines the amount of electric dipole built
up on the nanostructures – can be derived from Mi kinetic equa-
tions for the charge occupation number nm [29,30]:
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dnm

dt
¼ � km;mþ1 þ km;m�1ð Þnm þ km�1;mnm�1 þ kmþ1;mnmþ1 ð2Þ

In steady state conditions (dnm/dt = 0), with constant charge
source and ideal sink at the opposite electrodes (n0 = constant,
nMi = 0), Eq.2 gives a simple expression of the E-dependence of
the channel rate ki and the accumulated charge qi. The E-
dependence of ki – which in turn determines the E-dependence
of the electric current Ii along the channel and the related resis-
tance Ri (proportional, respectively, to ki and 1/ ki [30]) – is mainly
controlled by the change of sign of the term exp(-E�rm) between the
forward and backward hopping rate km,m+1 and km+1,m and by the
changes of the Coulombic barrier caused by the charge state of
the involved sites. One can obtain Marcus’s expression in which
ki is a function of all km,n(E,qm,qn) [30] and each km,n contains E-
dependent and qm-dependent terms (see Supporting Information
and Figure S1 for the case M = 4).

Equation (2) (at dnm/dt = 0) also gives an expression for qi =-
Rqm = eRnm – where the accumulated qm on the m-th site depends
on the unbalanced incoming and outgoing charge – as a function of
the hopping rates km,m+1, km+1,m, km,m-1 km-1,m and the occupation
numbers nm-1 and nm+1:

qm ¼ e
nm�1km�1;m þ nmþ1kmþ1;m

km;m�1 þ km;mþ1
ð3Þ

The E-dependence of ki and qi can be the source of a non-linear
and possibly responsive electric response of the whole nanostruc-
tured system. For an easy comparison with experiments, it is useful
to express the resulting response as the emergence of a specific E-
dependence of the resistance and capacitance. In this regard, the
present schematic description of a nanostructured system looks
at the nanostructures as the hopping steps of a conduction process
and, at the same time, as the sites where charge can be accumu-
lated to some extent.

2.3. Expected response

As regards the charge transport, each i-th conduction channel is
characterized by a resistance contribution Ri proportional to 1/ki,
whilst charge accumulation potentially contributes to a channel
capacitance Ci either by charging polarizable trapping sites or giv-
ing rise to nanosized dipoles by accumulating injected charges in
semi-delocalized nanostructure states. The E-dependence of the
resulting R and C values of resistance and capacitance of the whole
nanostructured system is related to the E-dependent ki and qi of
each i-th conduction path and to the total number N of parallel
paths across the material. Simplifying the system as a set of N
transport channels describable byhki-1iandhqiimean values (see
Supplementary Information and Figure S2 for the approximation
with hki-1i), we can write the resulting resistance and capacitance
as.

RðEÞ / hk�1
i i=N; CðEÞ / Nhqii ð4Þ

From Eqs. (1), 3 and 4 – no matter how much more detailed the
expressions can become in the specific system one intends to
describe – two general facts can be highlighted. On the one hand,
the system resistance is expected to decrease nonlinearly with E.
This is the result of the E-dependent exponential term in the hop-
ping rates which accounts for the lowering of the electrostatic bar-
rier along E with respect to the opposite side. On the other hand,
the charge accumulated in the nanostructures – potentially acting
as incorporated electric dipoles – decreases by increasing the elec-
tric field. This is the result of the draining effect of the increase of
hopping rate by increasing E against the electrostatic potential ini-
tially grown by the charge accumulated in the ‘‘hard” steps of the
conduction channels. Fig. 1 shows the expected behavior of R and C
3

(represented as normalized quantities proportional to 1/k and q,
respectively) at increasing applied voltage in a simple model com-
prising a single chargeable four-step conduction channel (see SI).
The values are obtained by recursively calculating k and q from
starting null input q value (no initial accumulated charge) and sub-
sequent evaluation of modified q (from Eq. (3)) and modified k
(from Eq. (1)) at non null q values. It is worth noting that a hys-
teretic response arises (insets in Fig. 1) provided that inhomoge-
neous features occur in the system with a distribution of some
parameter in the charge transport mechanism, such as the
nanostructure-to-nanostructure step distance rm.

In fact, the hysteretic behavior in Fig. 1 disappears when all rm
are equal along the chain. A random distribution of nanostructure
sizes and reciprocal distances can be the source of additional
responsive properties through remanence effects at zero bias by
a not complete reversibility of the discharging process along the
hysteretic cycle. When the distribution of nanostructure features
is large enough to give rise to retention of charge at null bias, both
capacitance and resistance are affected. The dead ends of the con-
ductive path are not fully restored to the initial charge state at null
field, and this gives a remanent contribution to C and an increase of
R with respect to the pristine value. Analogously, starting from a
partially charged starting condition, a hysteretic cycle can bring
to a lower charge state with a decrease of C and a resistance R
lower than before. The responsive change of state is expected to
give rise to an interdependent relation between remanent C and
R values. In fact, the larger the remanent charge at some conduc-
tion channel – and the resulting capacitance contribution too –
the higher the Coulombic barrier against conduction along the
channel.

An analytical form describing this effect can easily be written
when every electrostatic barrier by remanent charge removes the
corresponding nanostructure chain from the ensemble of available
conduction channels at null bias. In this approximation, in fact, the
n charged channels (out of N) give additive contributions to the
system capacitance C but, as regards conduction, they are indeed
blocked channels. Therefore, the system conductance R-1 takes
only advantage from the N-n parallel contributions of the depleted
unblocked channels:

C ¼ Cm þ
Xn

i¼1

Ci R
�1 ¼ R�1

m þ
XN�n

j¼1

R�1
j ð5Þ

where Cm and Rm are constant contributions from the matrix. The
expected relation between C and R along the varieties of possible
charged states can be modelled simplifying (as in Eq. (4)) the sums
in eq. (5) using the mean values hCii, hRji, and the number n and (N-
n) of involved channels:

R�1 ¼ R�1
m þ hRji�1 NhCii þ Cm

hCii
� �

� hRji�1 1
hCii

� �
C ð6Þ

Equation (6) gives a first method to verify the occurrence of a
charge transport mechanism involving opening/blocking of con-
duction channels in a percolative network. As an example, in fact,
Fig. 2 shows representative curves of the expected mutual relation
between remanent resistance R and remanent capacitance C after
stimulus, from Eq. (6), normalized by the pristine R0 and C0 values.
Different curves in Fig. 2 reflect different starting conditions before
the stimulus in a range comprised between the limit case of all
nanostructure chains blocked by charge accumulation – maximum
starting values of capacitance and resistance (high a/b value in
Fig. 2) – and the opposite limit with almost all chains depleted
and available for charge transfer – minimum starting values R0

and C0 (supposing a system with a maximum of about 10% of the
system capacitance potentially arising from blocked chains of
charged nanostructures).



Fig. 1. Calculated electric response vs. applied voltage V in a simplified model of nanostructured system (Fig. S1) at increasing (blue curves), then decreasing (yellow curves)
bias, and again (grey curves) in a second ramp at increasing bias (only one color is shown when the curves are visually overlapped). The normalized quantities on the vertical
axis are proportional to the E-dependent contributions of (a) the inverse charge transfer rate 1/k and (b) the accumulated charge q, recursively calculated from Eqs. (1) and (3)
along cycles of increasing and decreasing applied voltage. Insets: difference between values calculated along the second ramp at decreasing bias and values along the first
ramp at increasing bias (blue and grey curves, largely overlapped), and difference between values along the third ramp and the second ramp (orange curves). (For
interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

Fig. 2. Calculated results of the expected mutual relation between normalized R
and C values resulting from competitive mechanisms of transport blocking within
conduction channels after nanostructure charging. Different curves correspond to
different choices of a and b values in the expression y-1 = a-bx, from Eq. (6), in the
range 1.05<(a/b) less than 1.10 according to the arrows pointing to increasing a/b
value.
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Along these curves, a nanostructured system can display a plas-
tic electric response through the effects of an electric stimulus to
the subsequent properties of charge transfer and charge
accumulation.
2.4. Materials and methods

Several materials could in principle match the structural
requirements expected to have a potential for an unconventional
and responsive electric behavior. However, the details of the
nanostructured features enabling this kind of behavior cannot be
defined in general, since they greatly depend on several material
parameters related on the specific composition, including the elec-
tronic energy structure of nanophase, matrix, and interphase. Evi-
dence of materials with electric functions strongly dependent on
the nanostructure features – including nanoparticle interphase
and distribution – can be found in the literature, mainly on
4

metal-doped or semiconductor-doped systems, especially in form
of hybrid organic–inorganic materials [15,19,33–36]. As regards
fully inorganic oxide-in-oxide materials, a system with structural
and electronic features potentially resembling the simple model
sketched above has recently been characterized in a mixed oxide
belonging to gallium-containing amorphous alkali-
germanosilicate compounds, specifically in nanostructured films
with nominal composition 7.5Li2O-2.5Na2O-20Ga2O3-25SiO2-
45GeO2 mol%. In this system, Ga-oxide segregates in disconnected
nanostructures incorporated in an amorphous matrix, as observed
in bulk [37]. This system undergoes segregation of a Ga-oxide
nanophase also when the material is deposited by sputtering on
planar substrates, as verified through grazing-incidence x-ray
diffraction, small-angle x-ray scattering, atomic-force-
microscopy, x-ray reflectivity, and scanning-electron microscopy
with Energy-Dispersive x-ray spectroscopy [26,27]. In this case,
the nanostructures take lenticular shape, with thickness of the
order of 101 nm and lateral size ranging from 101 to 102 nm in
diameter [27]. As a result, films 70–100 nm thick give rise to
nanostructured layers which contain chains of stacked nanostruc-
tures along the direction orthogonal to the film surface, each com-
prising a small number of disconnected nanoparticles.
Furthermore, in this mixed oxide, both the structural peculiarities
of Ga-oxide spinel (with octahedrally coordinated Ga sites coexist-
ing with tetrahedral sites [38]) and the coordination structure dif-
ference between Ga-oxide and amorphous germanosilicate
(mainly tetrahedrally coordinated) give rise to spontaneous devia-
tion of stoichiometry, mainly as oxygen vacancy defects, both
within the nanostructures and at the nanoparticle interface and
between Ga-oxide spinel nanophase and surrounding germanosil-
icate glass. Therefore, as observed at the interface of other Ga-
containing oxide layers [39], the interface of the incorporated
Ga-oxide nanoparticles is naturally enriched by defects and shal-
low electronic levels, which are mainly donor sites in Ga2O3

[40,41], providing the nanophase with adequate features for driv-
ing charge transfer processes across the material and nanoparticle
polarization. The material matches, to some extent, suitable fea-
tures for giving a nanostructure-driven electric responsivity.

Its structure is representable as a dielectric layer with nanopar-
ticles with electrical conductivity higher than in the host matrix,
eventually constituting chains of chargeable and dischargeable
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steps along an electric field applied normally to the film interfaces
(Fig. 3).

In this work, films of this oxide have been deposited on p-type
silicon – by radiofrequency magnetron sputtering and N2 as carrier
gas – and capped with a gold electrode to build up a nanostruc-
tured MOS device (see Supplementary Information for further
experimental details). The next sections report the results collected
on a nano-MOS structure with this material, evidencing a response
which resembles the behavior modelled in the previous sections.
3. Results and discussion

3.1. Hysteretic charge transport and charge accumulation

Fig. 4 exemplifies the results of charge transport and charge
accumulation in nanostructured MOS with Ga2O3-in-glass film.
The two graphs show the system resistance R vs. gate potential V
and the system capacitance C vs. V in the range 0–3 V at both pos-
itive and negative bias.

Both curves register a response with some peculiarities with
respect to standard MOS systems. The resistance shows a strong
bias dependent decrease both at positive and negative gate voltage,
which evidences that the oxide layer does not work as a pure
dielectric. A previous study indeed clarified the occurrence of con-
duction through variable hopping and barrier limited mechanisms
[26,42–45]. The resistance curve displays an electric-stress
induced change of regime with a decrease of an order of magnitude
in 2 V. Interestingly, the approximately exponential decrease at
increasing bias appears to match the dependence modelled in
Fig. 1 for an electric field driven conduction in a nanostructured
system.

As regards the capacitance data in Fig. 4, the results appear to
qualitatively resemble the usual C-V curve of a MOS structure with
a p-type semiconductor substrate, showing an inversion region at
positive V and an accumulation region at negative bias (see Supple-
mentary Information). However, a more detailed insight evidences
an anomalous behavior in the C-V curve too, with the accumulation
region showing a bump, instead of a monotonic behavior towards
an asymptotic Cox value, and an overall capacitance largely deviat-
ing from the geometric capacitance Cox of the oxide layer.

Besides the anomalies just registered, it is worth noting that
both resistance and capacitance display a hysteretic behavior. In
fact, analyzing in more details R and C data collected at increasing
and decreasing bias along repeated cycles of applied electric field,
differences are registered at equal V between ascending and
descending ramps (Fig. 5).

Interestingly, differences are mainly observed at small V, when
the electric field is less effective in smoothing the distribution of
easy and hard conduction steps across the nanostructured layer.
The results in Fig. 5 indeed match the qualitative behavior mod-
elled in the insets of Fig. 1 for a field-driven conduction in a nanos-
tructured system. Specifically, the results in Fig. 5 show lower R
and C values when the system is coming from higher applied volt-
age than from smaller V values.

As regards the hysteretic resistance, lower R at decreasing V
points to a larger number of low-R conduction channels than at
increasing V. Therefore, the material coming from higher applied
field in descending ramp undergoes an electric stress able to
unblock conduction paths in which charge accumulation has previ-
ously built up an electrostatic barrier during ascending ramp. Fur-
thermore, it is to be noted that the hysteretic response is more
evident at negative gate bias, when the charge transport is mainly
driven by injection of electrons from the metal, as expected from
n-type conduction within the nanostructured film, whilst a more
pronounced hysteretic response at positive bias would be expected
5

if p-type conduction were dominant. The results are in fact consis-
tent with the reported n-type nature of Ga-oxide, caused by the
native occurrence of donor levels in oxygen vacancy sites.

The hysteretic features of the capacitance can be analyzed in the
framework of a MOS structure, provided that the occurrence of
charge transport channels and nanostructure charging is
accounted for within the oxide layer. In the accumulation regime
– at negative bias – the only contribution to the system capacitance
comes from the nanostructured oxide layer. However, when the
applied bias transforms a relevant portion of the layer in conduc-
tive channels across the oxide, only a fraction of the oxide really
works as a dielectric. Its capacitive response is therefore reduced
with respect to a homogeneous MOS system. This effect can be
interpreted, in a first approximation, as a reduction of the effective
surface of the nominal dielectric layer. In other words, when the
bias is high enough to overcome the Coulombic barrier along a
non-negligible fraction of hopping-connected pillars of nanostruc-
tures, the dielectric layer can be represented as a capacitor with a
surface reduced by a portion as large as the average cross-sectional
area per nanostructure multiplied by the concentration per unit
area of nanostructures belonging to conductive paths. Since the
mean nanostructure size in the investigated material is about 102

nm (corresponding to a cross-sectional area of the order of 10-14

m2), and the concentration of nanostructures per unit area is of
the order of 1013 m�2 (considering 103 nanostructures in a square
of about 10 lm in size [27]), thus the upper limit of reduction of
the effective dielectric oxide area can be a relevant fraction of
the nominal surface. This appears supported by the experimental
C-V curve, since the capacitance Cox

exp in accumulation regime
(about 24 nF) deviates significantly from the geometric capacitance
Cox
geo of the oxide layer. The latter value is in fact expected to be (see

Supporting Information) 73 nF starting from the nominal values of
layer thickness (70 nm) and dielectric permittivity (er = 11.6, [46])
of the mixed oxide. Other possible concomitant factors could con-
tribute to this discrepancy, including the growth of thermal oxide
at film interfaces. However, a relevant role of the formation of con-
duction channels parallel to the dielectric portion of the oxide layer
is also supported by the experimental Cinvexp value of capacitance in
inversion regime at positive bias (about 17 nF). This value is in fact
anomalously close to the high frequency depletion layer capaci-
tance CDL

HF – basically dependent on the features of the p-type Si
substrate (see Supporting Information) – which is expected to be
17 nF from the nominal acceptor concentration of the Si substrate
(of the order of 1016 cm�3). This result points to the formation, at
increasing bias, of a relatively low resistance channel in parallel
to the oxide capacitance at increasing bias, as supported by the
data in Fig. 4 which show that R falls below 102 X – less than
10% of the capacitive contribution to the oxide impedance – by
applying less than 1 V. In this condition, the whole interface cur-
rent is shunted to the gate across the oxide and the system
approaches, at positive bias, the capacitance response of the deple-
tion layer. From the considerations above, the two limit C-values in
inversion and accumulation conditions can be taken as representa-
tive of the capacitance response of the nanostructuredMOS when a
large fraction of the conductive channels across the layer is
unblocked by the applied bias, and the accumulated charge on
the nanostructures is minimized. In this case, the expected C-V
curve is the result of the response of a modified oxide layer at neg-
ative bias –like a capacitor with reduced effective area – and a
response at positive bias dominated by the depletion layer alone.

In this framework, the analysis of the differences between the
experimental C-V curve and the expected behavior in an unblocked
nanostructured MOS at intermediate bias can give information on
the processes taking place when the nanostructured MOS deviates
from the unblocked conditions. In fact, the contribution of nanos-
tructure charging to the formation of nanostructure dipoles can



Fig. 3. (a) TEM image of Ga-oxide alkali-germanosilicate glass with Ga-oxide nanostructures in the amorphous matrix. (b) Schematic exploded view of the material structure
comprising pillars of disconnected nanosystems (blue disks) stacked across the film in a dielectric matrix (holed brown layers), sustaining both charge transport (green
arrows) and charge accumulation (represented by e-). (c) Schematic view of the resulting conduction channels (green paths) and charged dead ends (red branches) within the
network of steps available for charge transfer. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

Fig. 4. (a) Resistance and (b) capacitance vs. gate voltage of the nanostructured MOS system with Ga2O3-in-glass active layer at 10 kHz of probing signal. Vertical error bars
are within the symbol size. Uncertainty in the voltage value is less than the amplitude of the probing signal (100 mV) and is within the symbol size.

Fig. 5. Hysteretic R and C behavior. Difference in (a) resistance and (b) capacitance between ascending and previous descending ramps (warm colors, positive values) and
descending and previous ascending ramps (cold colors, negative values) at negative or positive bias in nanostructured MOS system with Ga2O3-in-glass layer. Data are
collected at 10 kHz of probing AC signal of 100 mV (similar data at different frequency are reported in Figure S3). Uncertainty in R and C values (less than 1%) is indicated by
the red error bar. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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Fig. 6. Experimental C-V response of the nanostructured MOS (dots) compared with
the expected response in the approximation of unblocked conduction channels (full
line) at progressively charged states of nanostructures (from low to high charge
states at increasing C values) modelled by increasing the dielectric permittivity to
account for dipole formation. Inset: dielectric permittivity values reproducing the
experimental curve at increasing (blue) and decreasing (orange) negative bias.
Dashed lines are guides for the eye in the region which cannot be described within
the unblocked model. Uncertainty in C is less than 1%. (For interpretation of the
references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of
this article.)
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be described by a modification of the dielectric permittivity er of
the oxide layer during the increase of negative bias. The change
of er during the change of applied bias – caused by charge injection
and charging of hard tracks – modifies in turn the C-V curve
according to the change of capacitance response. The experimental
curve can in fact be reproduced by a collection of values belonging
to curves which describe responses of the unblocked system at dif-
ferent charged states (Fig. 6). These curves are obtained by modify-
ing a reference curve – which models the limit C values in
accumulation and inversion regime in unblocked conditions –
through a bias dependent er(V) dielectric permittivity. In other
words, the capacitance value at a specific bias is obtained as a devi-
ation from the unblocked limit response calculated from C values
at large bias, where the deviation arises from a modified permittiv-
ity, which in turn reflects the charge state of the system. This kind
of effect appears to account for both the anomalous bump of the C-
V curve at intermediate negative bias and the experimental hys-
teretic behavior (inset in Fig. 6). According to the model, nanos-
tructure charging prevails at low bias over charge draining, and
the dipole formation enhances the dielectric permittivity of the
oxide layer. When the bias is instead high enough for draining
charge over the nanostructure barrier, the system approaches the
unblocked condition, and er recovers its unperturbed value. How-
ever, the backward process does not proceed along the same charg-
ing/discharging steps, because it starts from unblocked conditions
and moves to lower electric fields unable to overcome Coulombic
barriers. As a result, the process is hysteretic. It is worth noting that
the capacitance response appears not to involve localized charge
trapping in the layer or at the interfaces, since no relevant shift
of the flat band voltage does follow the observed hysteretic
response – as instead observed in other nanostructured oxides
[35,36] – probably for a specific role of composition and/or nano-
phase concentration.
Fig. 7. Results from pulsed experiments. Ratio Ra/Rb between resistance after and
before pulsed stimulus vs. ratio Ca/Cb between capacitance after and before pulsed
stimulus with positive bias (red marks) or negative bias (blue marks) in the final
part of the stimulus, either at 6 kHz (crosses) or 600 kHz (circles) of probing field.
Mark sizes are proportional to the duration of the final bias of the pulse train, from 1
to 8 s. The line is a guide for the eye. (For interpretation of the references to color in
this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
3.2. Plastic response to pulsed electric stimulus

A hysteretic behavior is a promising premise, in general, for a
plastic response to occur. However, a plastic response must also
imply that the irreversible mechanism responsible for hysteresis
does not recover the system to the initial conditions at the end
of the stimulus. In the case where responsivity is based on compet-
itive mechanisms of nanostructure charging and charge hopping
between nanoparticles, the electrostatics at null bias is important
in determining an uncomplete recovery of the pristine conditions
after cycles of electric stress. Specifically, a plastic response can
be favored in a chargeable nanostructured system when the irre-
versible charging after a bias cycle, or a pulse, keeps memory of
previous stimuli in the subsequent response.

Preliminary evidence of a plastic response from this type of
mechanism can indeed be found in the nanostructured MOS here
investigated. The system displays modifications, for several s, of
both capacitance and resistance at the end of stimuli of 5 V, mea-
sured at null bias by an AC probe of 0.1 V, with duration of a few s
(Figs. S4, S5). The experiments include different types of pulsed
stimuli, comprising single negative or positive pulses, symmetric
pulses – either positive/negative and negative/positive pulses –
and train of two pulses with different combination of sign (Fig. S6).

Importantly, capacitance and resistance modifications – col-
lected in several experiments – shade a mutual dependence which
resembles that described by Eq. (6) and Fig. 2. The lowering of R
after stimulus is in fact accompanied by a lowering of C and vicev-
ersa, as expected by charge transport events which involve open-
ing or blocking of conduction channels in a percolative network
able to accumulate electric charge in nanostructures. This result
appears to be first evidence of a real potential of nanostructured
7

oxide layers as responsive systems with a plastic response related
to mechanisms of charge transport and remanent accumulation.

Interestingly, changes of capacitance and resistance after stim-
ulus – with respect to pristine values – are only registered when
the last bias of the stimulus is positive (at duration longer than
1 s), no matter what the combination of pulses is (Fig. 7).

The asymmetry of responsivity with respect to the bias – which
reflects the asymmetry of the MOS system, whose estimated flat
band voltage is in fact negative – open the way to structures with
design selective responsivity.

The plastic response in Fig. 7 indeed shows additional features
which deviate from the expected mutual competitive dependence
of Eq. (6) and point to a quite more complex response in the mate-
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rial with respect to the model. Namely, deviations from the model
are found in the data collected at relatively low frequency below
10 kHz – which do not follow the expected large increase of resis-
tance with capacitance increase (red crosses in Fig. 7) – and in the
quantitative decrease of resistance at decreasing capacitance,
which is less relevant than expected. Such features, in the specific
material, could indeed result from the occurrence of concomitant
charge transport mechanisms with different characteristic time
[26] (which could be the reason of a different response at low fre-
quency), and from nanostructure charging which could influence
and block not only one but a multiplicity of conduction channels
(with a resulting resistance recovery lower than expected at rela-
tively large capacitance recovery).

4. Conclusions

The present work suggests a real potential of nanostructured
oxides as responsive systems, shedding some light to the main
mechanisms which can make a plastic response feasible in this
class of materials. Namely, the idea that competitive processes of
charge transport and accumulation could give rise to a plastic elec-
tric response in a randomly nanostructured oxide receives here a
first analysis and a preliminary proof of concept on a real system.

The present study clarifies and models how a responsive and
plastic behavior can occur in such systems because of concomitant
effects, comprising i) electric field dependent conductivity, ii) bias
dependent capacitance, iii) hysteretic behavior of resistance and
capacitance, together with iv) remanent effects of the hysteretic
response at null bias.

The study shows that these effects are expected when specific
structural and physical features occur in the system, namely, i)
nanostructure-mediated electric conduction, ii) chargeable nanos-
tructure phases, iii) random distribution of nanostructure sizes
and/or relative distances, and iv) asymmetric response to an exter-
nal bias.

The investigated material system – thanks to its randomly
nanostructured features within an oxide-in-oxide material – does
indeed give preliminary but clear evidence of the predicted proper-
ties, including, respectively, i) bias-dependent resistance-lowering
by an order of magnitude within 2 V, ii) bias dependent capaci-
tance in accumulation regime, ascribable to charge accumulation
within the nanostructured oxide layer and consequent change of
dielectric permittivity, iii) hysteretic resistance and capacitance
along bias cycles, and iv) resistance and capacitance changes after
pulsed stimuli with respect to pristine values, dependent on bias
sign, value, and duration.

In summary, the reported data and their interpretation give first
feedback about the feasibility of an unprecedented strategy for the
design of responsive devices based on a new concept of plastic
response in randomly nanostructured fully dielectric materials.
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